This paper has completed main fields of making dialectical logic pure mathematically, it is involved both atomic proposition and 1-order predicate function for dialectical logic, and by state-dual, true-valued function vector, state-contradiction law into basic logic law. In addition, also defines true-valued function for logic operators so that more easy to represent atomic proposition. Some examples are given and shown that Boolean algebra, as a special case of dialectical logic, is how to operate hybridize-able with dialectical logic.
Introduction
As a further successor of author's work (Yaozhi Jiang, 2019) , this paper explains atomic proposition and 1-order predicate function in dialectical logic, hence completes the essential methods pure mathematically for dialectical logic.
State, Event and True-Valued Function
The word "state" as we known is defined as phenomenon of some systems, such as occurrence of some things or some matters, variant process dynamically under defined conditions. "Event" is the critical point of state. Between two of steady-states is transient, and of that either steady-state or transition state all produced by some conditions contradicted each other. For this situations formal logic, only 0-1 binary logic state expression, is at a loss what to do. We have not ability to do anything logical without dialectical logic, however it is argument.
In order to express the "truth-or-falsity" mathematically, thus we need true-valued function.
Boolean algebra is the earliest true-valued function by a 0-1 binary system for formal logic and it is very successful, and later the multiple true-valued function have been established for logic system. Both of them are special cases of dialectical logic were proved by author (Yaozhi Jiang, 2019) . But now true-valued function for dialectical logic, it must be a continuous function, has been built for variant dynamical logic problems. In addition, the true-valued function of dialectical logic neither "probability" in probability theory nor "membership function" in fuzzy mathematics, it is an expression of state-contradiction by state-dual.
Dialectical logic permits state-contradiction, even if thinks of that state-contradiction is either driving force or resistant force and produces variants of states and events. In any cases dialectical logic never permit the existence of contradiction from causality law as well as formal logic does.
Some Definitions and Symbols and the Four Basic Laws in Dialectical Logic

Some Definitions, Symbols and Theorems About Proposition
As same as usual, connective operators:  is "conjunction operator", and  is "disjunction operator", and  is "negation operator", and  is "implication operator", and  is "logic equivalent operator", "logic quantifiers"  , , etc.
Property 3.1.1. Property of implication operator  For atomic proposition function P , Q , E , 1) The meaning of implication operator
2) Reflection law:
Property 3.1.2. Denote true-valued function of atomic proposition 
is true-valued function to express truth-or-falsity of the logic operator
Property 3.1.3. 
, therefor any state-contradiction can be represented by state-dual
, this case just is Boolean algebra.
The Four Basic Laws in Dialectical Logic
Aristotelian three logic laws added to state-contradiction law makes the four basic laws in dialectical logic below, and these laws are taken form of predication proposition formula. 
1) Law of identity (reflexive law)
        x F x F x   2) Law of non-contradiction               x F x F x     3) Law of excluded middle             x F x F x    4) Law of state-contradiction         x F x F x     , iif     1 ,        x T
Atomic Proposition
Because of existence of predicative-paradox, an impossibility and the absurdity of proposition, such as 1) Dragon can fly.
2) Tree can become into mankind.
3) High temperature will imply male is pregnant.
have been excluded out in semantics in this paper 
because of sometimes mankind can eat 10% kinds of grasses, and 90% kinds of grasses can not be eaten, then true-valued function in dialectical logic of atomic proposition 
. As well as we have noted that Boolean algebra is a special case of dialectical logic in (Yaozhi Jiang, 2019) , now Boolean algebra and dialectical logic are laid on same proposition in non-contradictory and can be operated in hybrid operations.
Remark1:
The true-valued function is a evaluation function for truth-or-falsity of atomic proposition, then the true-valued function can not been introduced from true-valued function of each term of the proposition as above. There are differences between semiotics and semantics. In addition the ambiguousness often be produced by variant evaluators so that must be influenced true-valued function, especially relative-defined case. , and so on, till the  i order true-valued function by
Serial True-Valued Function and Parallel True-Valued Function
Multiple-Order True-Valued Function
. This is a serial true-valued function. The multiple-order true-valued function is geometric average, i.e.
, in which if some true-valued function is zero then it is stroke out.
We can also define a parallel true-valued function by arithmetic average
In which if some true-valued function is zero then it is stroke out. Example 5.2.1. Some developing plan needs be estimated and approved by higher levels one-level-by-one-level, then the total results estimated and approved can use geometric average to express, if existence of veto power we can not strike the zero out.
Some Special Applications by True-Valued Function Average Value
Example 5.2.2. In some sport games, the system of average points by referees must be used, then the arithmetic average a O is useful.
Predicative Function for Compound Proposition of Dialectical Logic
Now we are going to consider compound proposition as usual, a compound proposition is produced by several atomic propositions connected by connective operators  ,  ,  ,  ,  , etc. For these operators we do define a true-valued function is equal to
, it is because of avoiding the more complexity.
Definitions and Symbols
As usual we use definitions and symbols below: 
Some Properties and Theorems for Predicate Formulas
   
Property 6.3.2. Basic equivalence formulas for quantifier scope
Where variable x is free-occurrence in   x P , and x is not included in Q .
Predicate Function Reasoning
Semiotics and semantics: in semiotics we see a predicate function as formula consisted by a series of symbols, but in semantics we must consider the logical meaning of the predicate formula. . This is just the reasoning theorem. 
In which y is any individual variable no bound-occurrence in   
